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They say home is where the heart is. Kaycan takes pride and joy in helping
you take great care of your home. With a variety of products with unparalleled
performance, multiple colors and design options, Kaycan is the perfect
match for your next project.
Because, at Kaycan we build lasting impressions.
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Interactive
1. DaVinci Manor D4 2. Board Batten Accent White
3. Aluminum Accessories White 4. Roofing Shingles Black

Click BOLD BLACK text to learn
more on the Product
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Click BOLD GRAY text to learn
more on the Color

Cool Sophistication

Embrace the versatility and sophistication that different shades of gray can bring
to your home.

1. Siding : Timberlake Flagstone 2. Accent : Perfection Shingles Slate
3. Trims : White 4. Roofing : Shingles Black
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Elegantly Chic

This chic neutral color palette will enhance your home’s beauty by creating the perfect
backdrop. Let your inner artist shine by adding bold elements around your doors
windows and landscaping.
1. Siding : Board & Batten Flagstone 2. Siding : Timberlake Flagstone
3. Aluminum Trims : White 4. Accent : Perfection Shingles Heritage Gray
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Dramatic Flair

A basic color scheme taken to the next level. Pairing a dark main shade with
contrasting hues further enhances this home’s architecture.

1. Siding : DaVinci Manor 2. Accent : Board & Batten White
3. Aluminum Trims : White 4. Roofing : Shingles Black
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Contemporary Warmth

A breathtaking combination of modern design and rich, bold colors. Adding that touch of
warmth not only creates visual interest, it also offsets the edgy look..

1. Siding : DaVinci Castlemore 2. Accent : KWP Eco-side Torrefied Brown Rustic
3. Aluminum Trims : Black 4. Accent : Stucco White
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Timeless Beauty

Choosing a discreet, uniform color scheme will help create a sense of grandeur by
providing continuity in shades. We also adore the neutral backdrop it allows, add your
own touches with accessories and landscaping.
1. Siding : Timberlake Beige 2. Accen t: Board & Batten Beige
3. Aluminum Trims : White 4. Shutters : Charcoal
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Charming Elegance

A lovely play on neutrals with a dash of drama. Adding a dark color in a focal point
will create visual appeal, this design is further enhanced by its variety of finishes.
A true show stopper.
1. Siding : Timberlake Avanti Bisque 2. Aluminum Trims : Chocolate Brown
3. Door :Chocolate Brown Wood 4. Windows : White
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Coastal Bliss

Inspired by the different shades of the sea, this home features dark brooding colors mixed
with a beautiful vibrant blue. The nautical feel is played upon with the addition of the
stone as featured elements. Make your home your getaway
1.Siding : DaVinci Cabot Blue 2. Trims : KWP Granite Rustic
3. Stone Accent : Light Sepia Beige 4. Roofing : Charcoal
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Captivating Beauty

Featuring a subdued color palette with a splash of color. This project emits curb appeal
from every angle. A wonderful use of mixed materials along with the variety of shades
takes this design to another level.
1. Siding : DaVinci Cabot Red 2. Siding : Board & Batten Khaki
3. Aluminum Trims : White 4. Accent : Perfection Shingles Khaki
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A Touch Of Sunshine

This bright and cheery color palette will definitely enliven the neighborhood. Pairing such
a bold main shade with neutral toned materials balances the overall look of the home. A
touch of sunshine no matter the weather.
1. Siding : Prova Sunshine Yellow 2. Aluminum Trims : White
3. Stone : Desert Tan 4. Roofing : Brown
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Customer Testimonials
Find out what our customers are saying about Kaycan
“The customer service with Kaycan is the best in the business.”

In Living COLOR
Visit our color inspiration pages

When it comes to choosing a color for your home’s exterior, you’re not so concerned with whether

Shawn Winsor, Manager for R+R Building Supplies

it’s in the cool or warm family of shades—you just know you’ll know it when you see it. Here, we’ve
rounded up all our colors so you can see at a glance which is the clear choice for your home.

I am loyal to Kaycan because of the customer service. Other vendors have not taken care of me the way Kaycan has.”
Wendy Cordell, Office Manager for Miami Siding & Window Supply

CLICK HERE TO GET INSPIRED

“They Go Above & Beyond.” Brianna Leclair
“I receive outstanding service from my Sales Rep, Order Desk and Warehouse Shipping.”
Tony Pereira, Owner of Terra Aluminum Products

“We receive incredible customer service from the Kaycan team! They go above and beyond to make sure we always have
the products we need!.”
Brianna Leclair, Office Manager for St Martin Exteriors
www.kaycan.com
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Color Trends 2018

Want to know what 2018 has in store color wise? Take a look at our trending colors that are predicted to be our top sellers, and will enhance homes across
the country. It’s easy to see why these eye-catching hues are setting trends. Click on color titles to see our favourite combinations.
GOLDEN HONEY: If you are in search of the perfect happy shade, Golden Honey is the color you want. This shade reminds us of sunbeams in the late afternoon, that perfect drizzle of honey on our French toast. This color will brighten up the neighborhood and who doesn’t want to be the star!

AUTUMN HARVEST: If you want a color that will definitely grab attention, Autumn Harvest is the color for you. A bright, bold shade that you can also smell. This
beautiful warm color reminds us of that perfect slice of pumpkin pie and who can resist that!

TUNDRA: If you are looking for a natural beauty, Tundra is the shade for you. This earthy warm color perfectly mixes into its surroundings without getting lost. A
unique shade that reflects all the colors we encounter on a hike: brown, green and yellows. And let’s face it who doesn’t want to escape into nature’s peacefulness!

JAVA BROWN: If you like your siding strong, rich and dark just like your coffee then Java Brown is the color for you. This deep color will envelop your home in its
warmth and add that cozy touch to your home just like that freshly brewed coffee smell. Everyone needs a little java to start off their day!

BOULDER GRAY: If you are looking for a strong stoic color that can also mix well with softer tones, Boulder Gray is the shade for you.
This versatile color will suit any home and will instantly make it on trend. Definitely a statement color but don’t we all want to be heard!

URBAN BLUE: If you are craving a deep mysterious color reminiscent of a stormy sea, Urban Blue is the color for you. This shade is chic and sophisticated and can
instantly dress up any home. Play up its dark tones by choosing accent and trims in the same color palette, or softened it up by choosing warm earth tones. Add a
little touch of mystery in your life!

CLICK HERE TO START

MANOR: Manor is our darkest color, a mix of smoky charcoal and true black. This bold shade is a true expression of individuality. Let your inner artist shine by combining this shade with splashes of color along the trims, gables and front door. Be the envy of your street.
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